
From Fr. Melvin:   
Taking up Part 2 of our visit to St. Paul Outside the Walls, we remain outside (no pun in-
tended!) and witness the detail of artwork that draws upon another inspiration of our faith. 
Our faith truly has come down through the ages following the writing of St. Paul by virtue 
of historical findings of 1st century relics, statues reminiscent of a disciples’ appearance, 
writings of early historians, and the construction of churches become basilicas. The photos 
detailed below attest to the detail and the belief faith presents. Our priest-group had a 
weekday Mass followed by a presentation from renowned instructor Elizabeth Lev (co-
author of Roman Pilgrimage, Station Churches, instructor of art history at 2 colleges in 
Rome). In addition to Pope Francis celebrating the Lenten Station Mass here at St. Paul, he 
celebrates Mass on Tuesday within the Octave of Easter (sadly, April 14th was much differ-
ent this year).   
 
Beginning with another awesome statue, we look 
at the impressive stance of St. Peter, Apostle. 
True, St. Peter has a basilica in his honor, St. Pe-
ter’s at the Vatican, but surely St. Paul would not 
desire to be remembered alone in carrying and 
evangelizing the faith. The work of ministry is 
challenging, appreciated, rejected, loved, painful, 
and in the end, honorable. Sts. Peter and Paul 
stand as the pillars if not the hallmarks in the ear-
ly building and writing about the Church. Look 
again at Peter—curled locks of hair, holding with 
steady hand the keys of the Kingdom, his right 
hand leading the way as the Spirit wills, robed at-
tire suitable for the teaching he inspired among 
men and women, and like Paul, well-worn san-
dals. Often seen with the keys Jesus gave to him, 
Peter sees the work of ministry as building the 
faith by Baptism, and healing many through conversion and forgiveness. 

 
 
 
Speaking of these 2 profound men who built on 
discipleship by teaching (Scriptural letters), baptiz-
ing, and healing among other ministries, they in-
spired men and women to share the leadership up-
on their sacramental calling. A beautiful relief on 
one frontal side of the walled area is the meeting of 
Peter and Paul shaking hands. Peter, left, keys of 
the Kingdom held within his cincture belt, greeting 
Paul amid the background of disciples who sup-
ported their co-leadership.   
 



Now, we visit the huge door inlaid in silver and its notable Cross. From our text, Lev notes 

the lives of Peter and Paul detailed in 10 panels above and below the Cross (6 shown here) 

with Christ the Light, ever glowing, endowing Peter with the keys of the Kingdom, left side, 

and on the right, converts Saul on the Damascus road (367). The 2 upper panels note their 

martyrdom with Peter hung inverted for he felt less deserving of the crucified Lord, and Paul 

who was beheaded by the sword while his hands are in chains (more on that when we enter 

the basilica).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While speaking of the outside but not in the photos are the bell tower built in 1860 and stands 

213 feet high and this tribute in the words of Lev: “The basilica’s sleek surfaces confer a 

modern sheen (soft luster on a surface) to St. Paul’s, while its spaciousness—and the warmth 

from the amber glow of the alabaster windows—makes for a welcoming atmosphere” (367).  

We will enter the doors in the next 2 columns.   

My prayers are with you daily, brothers and sisters, and may Sts. Peter and Paul pray for us.   


